2D & 3D BIM CAD
Product configurator
for smoke ventilation
and fire safety systems
Case study
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SOUCHIER relies on
CADENAS’ eCATALOGsolutions
The initial situation at SOUCHIER
Providing information for customers
The expert for developing and producing naturally looking smoke and heat ventilation systems has seven employees
working in the design department and facing a multitude of inquiries: For their building design projects, customers request
information on mounting spaces, technical data and how to ensure a feasible product configuration as well as 3D BIM CAD
models of products.

An overview of the project
First 2D / 3D BIM CAD configurator
for fire safety systems
Generates with an output format
many native 3D BIM CAD formats
(Nemetschek Allplan, Autodesk Revit,
IFC …)
Convinces with an outstanding
price-performance ratio

The complexity of products
SOUCHIER products do not have predefined standard
dimensions. Instead, they are individually customized. This
is why the design department at SOUCHIER often receives
similar customer inquiries. CADENAS’ product configurator aims at providing customers with a complete product
configuration, precisely down to the millimeter, including
motorization and possible versions, while at the same time
reducing the workload of the design department.

Time savings
Before introducing the product configurator, SOUCHIER published a few plans on their website,
but they could not sufficiently meet the demands and requests of the customers.

 Which dimensions does the product have?
 What kind of configurations are possible?
 Is it possible to get drawings with the necessary dimensions?
The customer requests had to be forwarded to the design department at SOUCHIER,
which then created the required CAD drawing.

SOUCHIER’S Product Configurator is the first 2D and 3D configurator on the market for smoke
ventilation and fire safety systems.
It allows real-life 3D visualization
of integrable ventilation products
from SOUCHIER in all building
or renovation projects.

»  The goal was to save time on both sides. With the configurator, the customer gets the response to his

question immediately, while SOUCHIER can concentrate on the more difficult cases due to the reduced
amount of inquiries. 

«

David Maillart
Manager research and development
SOUCHIER
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Implementing the configurator
After checking the offers of different suppliers, SOUCHIER
eventually chose CADENAS because of the outstanding
price-performance ratio. Since the online configurator
was implemented at the end of January 2014, three different products are available: Airlam V2 (ventilation screens
for fresh air supply from the external facade), Exubaie and
Exubaie V2 (single wing smoke and heat ventilation for the
facade). The extension to two further product lines is already being planned: Certilight (naturally looking, two-winged
smoke and heat extraction system for roof surfaces) and
Ventilight (naturally looking, single winged smoke and heat
ventilation system for roof surfaces).
“We started with the facade products, since they are easier.
Most inquiries are for Exubaie, hence this product has the
greatest impact on our business“, David Maillart explains.
From a technical point of view, Exubaie is the most import-

ant application for the design department. Our aim was to
reduce the workload of engineers for this product.
When implementing the product configurator, the collected knowledge of the experts from CADENAS and
SOUCHIER was necessary to mutually define and integrate
configuration rules. Due to many parameters of Exubaie
an intensive exchange with Davy Bernhard, project manager at CADENAS, was necessary to finish and examine the
product. Everything was successfully implemented after the
first examination and evaluation for the product Airlam V2.
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The benefits of a product configurator
Avoiding configuration errors
A product can be easily selected from SOUCHIER’s
portfolio and parameters, dimensions, opening type and
angles can be entered. The 2D/3D BIM CAD configurator
analyzes and checks the compatibility of the selected
elements and immediately shows a 3D view of the configured system. The user friendly interface and the intuitive
navigation take the user step by step to the desired configuration.

Compile product – get dimension drawing
On the screen, different kinds of views are available to the user, like a 2D view, a 3D view, an exploded view and many
more. Moreover, it is possible to export the CAD drawings into different formats to provide the right smoke ventilation
system to decision makers, design offices, design engineers and project managers. All relevant data sheets can also be
generated and downloaded as PDF data sheet.

3D plans for architects
Even if most customers of SOUCHIER are still working in 2D, there is an increasing demand for 3D drawings,
especially among architects. In addition to the AutoCAD format, the configurator offers many other 3D formats including
Nemetschek Allplan, Autodesk Revit, IFC, Solidworks, Autodesk Inventor, CATIA, Solid Edge, Creo, and many more. With
the configurator, customers now get a 3D preview of the assembly group. This was not offered by design plans in the past.

»  The configurator has to provide all the information customers need, to check their plans and integration
into the draft of the building. This is an indirect specification by SOUCHIER.«
David Maillart
Manager research and development
SOUCHIER
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Compared to other suppliers of smoke ventilation solutions the configurator allows us to stand out positively on the market
and thus get competitive edge.

» 

The first impression was very positive. Due to the possibility to visualize the products in 3D and by
shifting and turning them from all sides in a simulated reality, the customer gets a complete overview
of the product. 

«

David Maillart
Manager research and development
SOUCHIER
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CADENAS unites
manufacturers & suppliers
of components
with the industry!

Company descriptions
SOUCHIER

CADENAS GmbH

SOUCHIER is the expert for developing and producing smoke
and
heat ventilation
systems.
CADENAS
solutions
for
manufacturers & suppliers of components
The product range includes ventilation and shading solutions.

CADENAS is a leading software developer in the areas of
Strategic Parts Management and CADENAS
parts reduction
(PARTsolutions
for
solutions), as well industrial
as Electronic
Catalogs
buyersProduct
of components
(eCATALOGsolutions). Included are also the numerous
innovative
functions,
the Geometric Similarity
Thesearch
Strategic
Parts like
Management
Search GEOsearch, which is offered as alternative or supplecost reduction
standard,
ment to Sustainable
the traditionally
classifiedof parts
master under the term
supplier and company parts for engineers
of intelligent finding. With its customized software solutions,
and purchasers.
the company acts as a link between the component manufacturers with their products and the purchasers. In doing so, the
companyThe
serves
more thanSimilarity
10,000 customers
Geometric
Search in 40 countries.

The Electronic Product Catalog
The software solution to create
www.souchier.fr
and promote Electronic CAD
Product Catalogs.

The Intelligent CAD Models
More than geometry: Optimal product
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and engineering data with the maximum
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comfort and functionality.

With its 300 employees at 17 international subsidiaries, the
Find available CAD geometries in a smart
name CADENAS
(Hispanic:
process chains) has been stanway and classify
them semi-automatically.
ding for success, creativity, support and process optimization
since 1992.

The Supplier Portal

The Smart Sales Solution
Know who and where your customers
are: Offer products at the right time, right
place and to the right people.

www.cadenas.de

The Vertical Marketplaces

The PURCHINEERING Concept

Numerous online marketplaces with millions
of users to multiply your Electronic CAD
Product Catalog.

The Trade Show Entertainment Package
Market your technical products in a sexy
and innovative way.

The CADENAS Group worldwide:
Austria Phone.: +43 664 24 52 713
Italy Phone: +39 051 04 16 776
France Phone: +33 4 74 55 26 96

The platform improves the communication
to external suppliers.

Spain Phone: +34 932 74 95 40
USA Phone: +1 (513) 453 - 04 53
UK Phone: +44 7949 69 67 51
Croatia Phone: +385 35 63 82 25

Improves the cooperation between
purchasing and engineering.

CADENAS GmbH Augsburg
Berliner Allee 28 b+c
D-86153 Augsburg
Phone: + 49 821 2 58 58 0 - 0
Fax: + 49 821 2 58 58 0 - 999
E-Mail: Info@cadenas.de
www.cadenas.de/en

South Korea Phone: + 82 505 936 - 93 60
Turkey Phone: +90 216 695 24 01
Japan Phone: +81- 3 - 59 61- 50 31
China Phone: +86 21 63 55 13 18
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